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Bee-eaters add a splash of colour.

Ducks don’t mind the murky waters.

So again, I was more than a little
surprised when we were driving
along Chapman Road to find these
hidden animals of Geraldton and
after three minutes my naturalist
guide, David Ford, pointed to a
turn-off.
“Just past the Red Rooster, over
there,” he says.
The back of the fast food outlet
does not strike me as a hotspot for
native wildlife, at least not for the
kind I’m looking for, but I take his
directions. David points out another
turn or two and, before I know it, we
are staring at the entrance to a
natural park.
Chapman River Regional Park is
something you could almost blink
and miss as you drive over the bridge
that spans the narrow body of water.
From the outside it looks like a
couple of rows of shrubs along
the waterway, but from up
close this is a small piece of
paradise.
David jumps out of the
car, already armed with
two cameras and a
backpack full of water.
“You never go without
water,” he tells me, in a voice
that has learnt from hard
experience.
Later he will recount a time he was
stung by a swarm of bees and
became delirious and dehydrated as
he drove to hospital. It’s a stark
reminder that even this close to the
city the bush is a wild place.
We walk for a couple of minutes
before David calls me to a stop.
“Just here,” he points down at the
ground. There’s a small rock and a
clearing in the shrubbery. “This is my

rock. It doesn’t mean much to
anyone else, but I know it because I
put it here. This is where we’re going
to start.”
And he plunges into the bush.
David is a lifelong walker. His boots
are tied tight. His strides are confident
but noiseless. It’s a stark contrast to
my bumbling behind him — white
canvas hipster shoes steadily filling
with dirt.
David does this almost every day.
“I drive a bus all day and I just
have to sit there when I’m driving,”
he says. “It’s nice to get out in the
fresh air and use my legs a bit. It’s a
good change of pace.”
I ask him how long he has done
this. He says his love of nature goes
back to when he lived in Chile,
before his father brought him and his
nine siblings to Australia.

“I used to walk with my brothers all
the time,” he says. “Chile is a
beautiful country. Australia is not like
that. It’s also a beautiful country, but
it’s a different kind of beautiful. It’s all
red and sand — a kind of ugly
beautiful, you know?”
David holds this conversation
while ducking under trees, climbing
over rocks and avoiding spider webs
I barely see.
“Look at that, beautiful!” he
exclaims as we stop 10cm away from
a spider the size of my hand.
As hairy as the spider may be, he
has a point. The web glistens in the
sun as the sounds of gently moving
water and birdsong fill the air.
David pulls me to a stop
throughout our walk with sudden
discoveries such as this. A tortoise
here, a kingfisher there. Whenever I

get close to take a photo, they hear
the crack of branches and dart
away.
If David wasn’t pointing them out,
I would think this was just another dry
patch of scrub, but with a good eye
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A bird of prey.
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it is a place swarming with wildlife.
The Chapman River parkland
running through Geraldton is called a
“wildlife corridor”, linking one patch
of bushland to another and allowing
the animals safe passage under the
speeding cars on the bridges above.
Curtin University’s Associate
Professor Grant Wardell-Johnson
explains that the corridors are
intended to link one piece of
bushland to another, but can
become habitats in their own right.
“In an urban context, you’ll find
that any kind of natural or
semi-natural vegetation will be a
habitat for some kind of organism,”
he says.
“This can have negative aspects.
Some predatory animals will be able
to use those corridors as sites they
can hunt along — and if it’s a narrow
corridor, the predators might get
more advantage out of it than the
organisms you want to conserve.”
I ask Dr Wardell-Johnson about the
number of freight trucks in the area
because of the port, and he agrees
the corridors could help conserve

Egrets love our waterways.

Sometimes I wait
for half an hour
and still miss the
shot. It’s not a
problem, I just love
it out here.
DAVID FORD
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Kingfishers hunt by the river.

Naturally from the
pristine waters of the
Abrolhos Islands
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A bush spider, about 15cm across.

A river tortoise sunbathes on a log.
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The prickly pear is not good eating.
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